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The Philadelphia Transit Story Continued—
How We All Worked Together to

Improve Our Subway Station

Numberll March 15,1982

We live in a world where we exercise
little or no control over many things that
affect our lives. It is not surprising that
so many people feel a sense of helpless-
ness, if not despair, about such large is-
sues as war and peace, recession, crime,
or human rights. These are global prob-
lems which inspire political, collective
solutions. There are, however, problems
which are solvable, so it was with a sense
of hopefulness that I recently seized the

opportunity to deal with a problem I’ve
addressed before in Current Corrtenfs@
(ax).

In an essay devoted primarily to the
inadequacy of signs in public places, I 1
specifically referred to the deplorable
condition of the Philadelphia subways.
Since I’ve been urging you to visit Phila-
delphia for the celebration of the 300th
anniversary of the landing of William
Penn,~ I thought it appropriate now to
report on a small bit of progress in deal-
ing with this problem.

You may recall that I have voiced my

displeasure over the squalid condition of
the subway station which I frequently
use. I Happily, this situation has been
drastically and dramatically changed for
the better. Thanks to a joint community
effort, in which ISI” was a prime mover,
this station is now beautifully renovated.
I’d like to tell you how this happened.

Until this past summer, the 34th Street

subway stop was filthy, graffiti-ridden,
poorly lit, and poorly marked. It was so

poorly marked, in fact, that I missed it
several times when traveling to work.
More importantly, 1S1 employees use
this station daily, as do students and
faculty of Drexel University, the Univer-
sity of Pennsylvania, and other institu-
tions in the University City area. When
we moved 1S1’s headquarters here in the
fall of 1979, 1 was appalled to find that a
station serving such a large community
was so poorly cared for. I voiced my

complaints to a number of people, in-
cluding Philadelphia’s mayor, William
Green, and several members of the
Southeastern Pennsylvania Transporta-
tion Authority (SEPTA), the organiza-
tion that runs the transportation system
for Philadelphia and its suburbs. As a
matter of fact, I used the occasion of a
West Philadelphia Chamber of Com-

merce awards banquet to do this. I
Early last summer, action was finally

taken to improve the station and a pro-
gram of renovation involving several
community organizations was begun.
Organized and managed by the West
Philadelphia Corporation, a nonprofit

community development corporation,
the project combined efforts from
SEPTA, the West Philadelphia Cham-
ber of Commerce, Crisis Intervention
Network, Inc., the University of Penn-
sylvania, Drexel University, the Univer-
sit y City Science Center, and 1S1.

The first step in the renovation was
the removal of graffiti that had pro-
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liferated in the station. (Graffiti, in-

cidentally, is a derivative of the word
sgraffito, a technique I described in con-
nection with one of 1S1’s murals.~) The
problem of graffiti is not unique. Graf-
fiti covering the surfaces of public
buildings and transportation vehicles is a
long-standing problem in many large
cities such as Philadelphia, New York,
and London. As a social phenomenon, it
has been discussed in the scholarly and
popular press. At one time, in fact, writ-
ers raved about the artistic value of graf-
fiti.~ However, most now agree that
graffiti is an eyesore and a problem that
has gotten out of hand. ?-’ Some, like
Nathan Glazer, Harvard University,
even regard graffiti as a general social
depressant. [t instills and confirms the
fear of the onlooker that the subway is
dangerous. There is also a sense of help-
lessness since the proliferation of graffiti

cannot be controlled.’ Judging from my
own experience, 1 would say that that
was certainly the case with the 34th
Street station.

Some successful attempts to stop the
graffiti ‘(artists” who publicly invade

our sense of privacy have been made.
New York’s Metropolitan Transit Au-
thority, for example, uses trained guard
dogs to patrol one of its rail yards. The
project has proved successful so far, and

it is to be expanded to other yards as
well. K Especially promising in the war
against graffiti are graffiti-resistant
paints now being developed by several
companies. Graffiti applied to the sur-
faces of buildings coated with one type
of paint, for example, simply runs off.
Graffiti can be washed off a second type
of paint, regardless of the amount of

time it has been in place. The major
problem with these pain[s so far is their
price. Painting any sizable area is still
prohibitive.~.~

Removal of graffiti in the 34th Street
station was undertaken by SEPTA,
who agreed to clean up the station as

Its part tn the renovation program.

SEPTA crews began working in the sta-

tion in late June. They removed debris,
repaired lights, repainted, and generally
cleaned the area. The result of their
work is a clean subway stop painted a
pleasing light yellow color. Royal blue
paint accents stair rails, columns, and
other “trim. ” Unfortunately, the paint
is not graffiti-resistant. However,
SEPTA has provided security guards to
enhance the overall safety of the station

and to cut down on the defacement of
the station by graffiti artists, most of
whom are teenagers. Teenage vandalism
is, in fact, a major problem. lo

While SEPTA was working at the sta-
tion, the West Philadelphia Corporation
was busy coordinating the rest of the
project. Under its director, George
Brown, the Corporation arranged for

the creation of 20 paintings to be placed
in the station. They engaged the services
of Crisis Intervention Network, Inc., an
agency that aims to cut down on juvenile
delinquency by providing job opportuni-
ties for disadvantaged teenagers.

Crisis Intervention Network, Inc., in

turn, located five local artists—Valerie
Haywardo, Efizabeth Jones, Patricia Mun-
dy, Mimi Oritsky, and Wayne Still—

to design the paintings. All of the art-
ists are from the Philadelphia area, and
four of them still live and work here. All
but one have attended local schools as
well. Jones and Still, for example, have
degrees in art from the Philadelphia Col-
lege of Art. Mundy graduated from
Temple University’s Tyler School of
Art. Oritsky holds a Master of Fine Arts
degree from the University of Pennsyl-
vania. Haywardo is currently in her sen-

ior year at the University of Maryland,
where she is majoring in Business.

Four of these artists have pursued

careers in the art world. Both Jones and
Mundy are working as art teachers; Still
works as a free-lance illustrator. Ortsky,
in addition to doing work which she sells
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and displays in several galleries, works
on other art projects for Crisis interven-
tion Network, Inc.

Working from photographs of local
sites, the artists first prepared sketches
for the paintings. These sketches were
then transferred to 35 mm slides which
were projected onto the painting sur-
faces. The actual painting, a sort of
giant paint-by-number project, was
undertaken by 22 local teenagers, lo-
cated by Crisis Intervention Network,
Inc., under the supervision of the artists.
Philadelphia’s Community Education
Centers provided space for the artists
and the painters to work.

In order to pay for the labor and

material costs of the project, the West
Philadelphia Corporation solicited con-
tributions from ISI, the University of
Pennsylvania, Drexel University, and
the University City Science Center. Each
of these groups donated $5,000 toward
the project. The West Philadelphia
Chamber of Commerce donated another

$1,200 to pay for the design of the
murals, as well as the preliminary proj-
ect setup and administration costs.

The results of this community effort
are 20 large, colorful paintings, 16 of
which adorn the upper level of the sta-
tion. The other four will be installed at
train level soon. They were formafly
unveiled on September 22, 1981, in a
brief ceremony on the site. Officials
representing each of the organizations
involved were presented with original
sketches of the murals at the ceremony,
and the artists and their helpers were in-
troduced. (See Figures 1 and 2.) Unfor-
tunately, I was abroad at the time, but I
was particularly pleased with the sketch

we received—an original rendering of

the ISI building.

The paintings and renovated subway
station are a very pleasant contrast to
the dingy atmosphere one often finds in
underground subway stations, although
there are notable exceptions in stations
around the world. Each of the 16 paint-
ings depicts a scene from “Living
Philadelphia’ ‘—a variety of well-known
landmarks in the University City Science

Center. Subjects include the 1S1 build-
ing, a local street vendor, Drexel Univer-
sity’s geodesic tri–span, the University

Figure 1: Officials from the West Philadelphia Chamber of Commerce, ISF, the University
of Pennsylvania, the University City Science Center, and Drexel University accept original
sketches of the 34th Street subway murals. Peter Aborn, ISt’s vice presidem of ad-
ministrative services (second from left), is shown accepting the sketch of the ISI building.
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Figure 2: Several of the teenagers who painted the murals

A nigfr[ biew of a W’es[ Philadelphia s[ree[

of Pennsylvania’s statue of Benjamin understandably proud of their work. My

Franklin, a SEPTA trolley, and a local own regret is that there aren’t more of

restaurant. They are large, bright, and them located directly on the train plat -

enjoyable to look at. Their creators are form.
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A local sandwich shop, Ronnie ‘s, locafed near [he University oJ’Peflns?lvaniu cQf?~Pus

Stnokey Joe ‘s, a local bar and restaurant

1

That the paintings were a collabora- example, favored a very modern ap-

tive effort is easily apparent, yet each preach—her paintings consist of large,

has a style uniquely its own. Ortsky, for symmetrical blocks of bright colors.
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The 1.S1“ })1!//[//?!K

Drexel Uf!iwrsl(y ‘.$geodf+ic (r{-.~pan

Most of the other artists, such as Still, Each painting is aboul three feet by

favored more traditional approaches. six feet. A walk around the station to

Their paintings employ more perspective view them is a rewarding experience.

and more sophisticated painting tech- Collectively, they demonstrate the com-

niques. munity effort involved, but they are
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..1 If ‘2.s[Ph iludc’lph ia \/r[><>/

proud of their \vork. Those of us who 1S1 was done by Peter Aborn, vice presi-

initiated the program and saw it through
dent of administrative services. I am cer-

are no less proud. Most of’ l}lc work at
tainly pleased to have been involved with
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“Covenanl, ‘‘ a sculpture b? A Iexander L iberj~lan, on [he fJniL’ersil.v of penns.b’1~’anlu

campus

The Unt t,ersi[v Museum of fhe University of penns.vi~’ania
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The udmtni~[ru(iot! buildin,q, Iir!o wrI us Muin BuI/dIrI,K, UI Dresel University

Tht> L“tIiwn i[.r (1/ Pent! \y/ LunIU‘S \ IUIW ()/ &nJUttIItI frurtk/in
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Chris! Memorial Church, 43rd and Che.s[nuf .Nree[s

The sidewalk res[auran[ Le Bus, which offers !akeaut food. and is com!llelel! h(~li.$edin

a bus
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the project. In many ways, 1 consider it it illustrates that something can be ac-

another attempt by [S1 to bring art into comp(ished in the face of seemingly

the daily work environment, just as we overwhelming odds.
did with the murals and paintings we in-
stalled in our building. ] I hope that in
the future other communities will follow
the example of this unique initiative and

*****

try similar projects of their own. There
are certainly plenty of subway stations
and other public places that could bene- Mv thanks (o Susan Fell E~’ansfor her

fitfrom this treatment ! But most of all, help in the preparation of [his essa.v.
0198? IS)
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